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Explore Honey Bees
What did you have for
breakfast this morning?
Toast, cereal, juice, and
fruit? Thank the honey
bees! About one out of
every three mouthfuls we
eat is affected by honey
bee pollination. In
Explore Honey Bees! With
25 Great Projects, young
readers learn about honey
bee colonies, why honey
bees live in hives, how
honey bees communicate
with each other, and why
they are so important to
human lives. Colony
collapse disorder first
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appeared in 2006 and since
then beekeepers have seen
disappearances of 30 to 90
percent of their bee
colonies each year.
Readers learn about
possible reasons behind
and solutions to this
growing global problem.
Explore Honey Bees! offers
a glimpse into a miniature
world familiar to
children. Activities
include designing a hive
and making a model of a
flower’s reproductive
system, reinforcing the
math and science skills
readers gain from the
text. Fun facts and
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colorful illustrations
make learning fun and
exciting. Links to online
primary sources integrate
a digital learning
experience and offer
opportunities to delve
deeper into the world of
honey bees. This title
meets Common Core State
Standards in language
arts, science and
technology; Guided Reading
Levels and Lexile
measurements indicate
grade level and text
complexity.
The Real Buzz on Bees What
a promise! Actually,
promises. First, here’s a
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book that teaches kids all
about the fascinating
world of bees. Second, fun
exercises, activities, and
illustrations engage the
imagination and offer a
deeper understanding of
bee life and bee behavior.
Third, by following a few
simple steps including
removing the book’s cover
and taping it together,
readers can transform the
book into an actual living
home for backyard bees.
Fourth, added all
together, Turn This Book
Into a Beehive! lets kids
make a difference in the
world—building a home
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where bees can thrive is
one small but critical
step in reversing the
alarming trend of
dwindling bee populations.
Written by Lynn Brunelle,
author of Pop Bottle
Science, whose gift for
making science fun earned
her four Emmy Awards as a
writer for Bill Nye the
Science Guy, Turn This
Book Into a Beehive!
introduces kids to the
amazing mason bee, a nonaggressive, non-stinging
super-pollinator that does
the work of over 100
honeybees. Mason bees
usually live in hollow
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reeds or holes in wood,
but here’s how to make a
home just for them: Tear
out the perforated
paper—each illustrated as
a different room in a
house—roll the sheets into
tubes, enclose the tubes
using the book’s cover,
and hang the structure
outside. The bees will
arrive, pack mud into the
tubes, and begin
pollinating all the plants
in your backyard. Twenty
experiments and activities
reveal even more about
bees—how to smell like a
bee, understand the role
of flowers and pollen,
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learn how bees communicate
with each other through
“dance,” and more. It’s
the real buzz on bees,
delivered in the most
ingenious and interactive
way.
Honeybees make decisions
collectively--and
democratically. Every
year, faced with the lifeor-death problem of
choosing and traveling to
a new home, honeybees
stake everything on a
process that includes
collective fact-finding,
vigorous debate, and
consensus building. In
fact, as world-renowned
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animal behaviorist Thomas
Seeley reveals, these
incredible insects have
much to teach us when it
comes to collective wisdom
and effective decision
making. A remarkable and
richly illustrated account
of scientific discovery,
Honeybee Democracy brings
together, for the first
time, decades of Seeley's
pioneering research to
tell the amazing story of
house hunting and
democratic debate among
the honeybees. In the late
spring and early summer,
as a bee colony becomes
overcrowded, a third of
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the hive stays behind and
rears a new queen, while a
swarm of thousands departs
with the old queen to
produce a daughter colony.
Seeley describes how these
bees evaluate potential
nest sites, advertise
their discoveries to one
another, engage in open
deliberation, choose a
final site, and navigate
together--as a swirling
cloud of bees--to their
new home. Seeley
investigates how evolution
has honed the decisionmaking methods of
honeybees over millions of
years, and he considers
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similarities between the
ways that bee swarms and
primate brains process
information. He concludes
that what works well for
bees can also work well
for people: any decisionmaking group should
consist of individuals
with shared interests and
mutual respect, a leader's
influence should be
minimized, debate should
be relied upon, diverse
solutions should be
sought, and the majority
should be counted on for a
dependable resolution. An
impressive exploration of
animal behavior, Honeybee
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Democracy shows that
decision-making groups,
whether honeybee or human,
can be smarter than even
the smartest individuals
in them.
“One of the most
informative picture books
about honey bees, this is
surely among the most
beautiful as well.”
—Booklist (starred review)
A tiny honey bee emerges
from the hive for the
first time. Using
sunlight, landmarks, and
scents to remember the
path, she goes in search
of pollen and nectar to
share with the thousands
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of other bees in her hive.
She uses her powerful
sense of smell to locate
the flowers that sustain
her, avoids birds that
might eat her, and returns
home to share her finds
with her many sisters.
Nature lovers and
scientists-to-be are
invited to explore the
fascinating life of a
honey bee. Back matter
includes information about
protecting bees and an
index.
The Quest for the Perfect
Hive
The Untold Story of the
Honey Bee in the Wild
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The African Honey Bee
Bees in America
A First Book of Bees in
the City
The Wonder of Bees – How
to Protect them –
Beekeeping Know-how
Where does honey come from? Bees!
Discover what happens inside a bee hive,
watch beekeepers gather and process
honey, make a yummy recipe using
honey, and do a craft project that
explores what honeycombs look like.
Follows the chain reaction of losing one
animal species, bees, to the grassland
ecosystem.
Take to the sky with Apis, one honeybee,
as she embarks on her journey through
life! An Orbis Pictus Honor Book
Selected for the Texas Bluebonnnet
Master List Finalist for the
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AAAS/Subaru SB&F Prize for
Excellence in Science Books A tiny
honeybee emerges through the wax cap
of her cell. Driven to protect and take
care of her hive, she cleans the nursery
and feeds the larvae and the queen. But
is she strong enough to fly? Not yet! Apis
builds wax comb to store honey, and
transfers pollen from other bees into the
storage. She defends the hive from
invaders. And finally, she begins her new
life as an adventurer. The confining
walls of the hive fall away as Apis takes
to the air, finally free, in a brilliant
double-gatefold illustration where the
clear blue sky is full of promise-- and the
wings of dozens of honeybees, heading
out in search of nectar to bring back to
the hive. Eric Rohmann's exquisitely
detailed illustrations bring the great
outdoors into your hands in this
poetically written tribute to the
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hardworking honeybee. Award-winning
author Candace Fleming describes the
life cycle of the honeybee in accessible,
beautiful language. Similar in form and
concept to the Sibert and Orbis Pictus
award book Giant Squid, Honeybee also
features a stunning gatefold and an essay
on the plight of honeybees. A New York
Public Library Best Book of the Year
Named a Best Book of the Year by Kirkus
Reviews, NPR, Shelf Awareness, School
Library Journal, Publishers Weekly and
more! A Horn Book Fanfare Best Book
of the Year A Bulletin of the Center for
Children's Books Blue Ribbon Book A
Booklist Editor's Choice A Junior
Library Guild Gold Standard Selection
The bee is the most studied creature on
the planet after man, and down the ages
this insect and its honey have been
harnessed by doctors, philosophers,
scientists, politicians, artists, writers and
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architects as both metaphor and material.
In her buzzing narrative, Hattie Ellis tells
how all these people have found
inspiration in the honey bee. We also
discover some of the mysterious ways of
bees - how they can make up to 24,000
journeys to produce a pound of honey,
with each bee producing one teaspoonful
in a lifetime; we see how, charmingly,
they communicate by dances; and we
look under the lid of the hive to find as
many as 100,000 bees living and working
in total discipline. But we witness their
dark side, too - such as the savage,
untamed energy of the swarms of killer
African bees that are sweeping through
America. We also explore some of the
many unsolved questions surrounding
the honey bee, some of them at the very
cutting edge of contemporary medical
research. The bee existed long before
man; and without bees, we would soon
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start to die. Hattie Ellis shows us how this
small insect can tell us more about
ourselves than any other living creature.
Brilliant Bees
A History of Innovation in Bee Culture
Turn This Book Into a Beehive!
Beyond Honey
QueenSpotting
Sweet Treats from the Beehive across the
Centuries and around the World

In this charming picture
book, curious little
kids will learn all
about the bustling world
of honeybees and the
important role they play
in our delicate
ecosystem. These
engaging Explore My
World picture books on
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subjects kids care about
combine simple stories
with unforgettable
photography. They invite
little kids to take
their first big steps
toward understanding the
world around them and
are just the thing for
parents and kids to curl
up with and read aloud.
Buzz from flower to
flower with a sweet
honeybee in this timely,
clever, and
breathtakingly gorgeous
picture book from
critically acclaimed
author Kirsten Hall and
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award-winning
illustrator Isabelle
Arsenault. Bzzz… What’s
that? Do you hear it?
You’re near it. It’s
closer, it’s coming,
it’s buzzing, it’s
humming… A BEE! With
zooming, vibrant verse
by Kirsten Hall and
buzzy, beautiful
illustrations by
Isabelle Arsenault, this
celebration of the
critically important
honeybee is a honeysweet treasure of a
picture book.
This charming
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illustrated non-fiction
picture book takes you
on an amazing journey
through the world of
bees. Bees are
incredibly industrious,
brilliant at building,
super social, and - most
importantly - along with
other insects, they are
responsible for a third
of every mouthful of
food you eat! The Bee
Book is perfect to teach
children age 5 and up
all about our fuzzy
little friends, how much
they matter, why they
are declining, and what
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we can do to help. This
dazzling celebration of
bees is lavishly
illustrated by the
talented up-and-coming
author and illustrator
Charlotte Milner.
Children will be
fascinated by beautiful
pictures and buzz-worthy
facts covering types of
bee, bee hives,
colonies, pollination,
making honey and more.
Meet the humble honey
bee face-to-face:
nature's hardest worker,
and so much more than
just a provider of honey
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in a picture book you
will treasure forever.
Kid's U Presents...the
Honey Bee - Amazing
Pictures and Facts about
Honey Bees. Is it
dangerous to be stung by
a honey bee? Are bees
useful to humans? In
this book you will
explore the wonderful
world of honey bees,
finding the answers to
these questions and so
many more. Complete with
incredible pictures to
keep even the youngest
of children captivated,
you will all embark on a
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little journey into the
great unknown. In school
our children aren't
taught in a way that
makes them curious and
wants to learn. I want
to change that! This
book will show your
children just how
interesting the world is
and help ignite a
passion for learning.
Your children will learn
how to: Become curious
about the world around
them. Find motivation to
learn. Use their free
time to discover more
about the world-and have
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fun while doing so! And
much more!
The Busy Life of Apis
Mellifera
Honey, I'm Homemade
How the Honey Bee Shaped
a Nation
Honey Bee Medicine for
the Veterinary
Practitioner
The Lives of Bees
Explore My World: Honey
Bees
According to the United Nations,
nearly 90% of the world's wild
flowering plant species and 75%
of the world's food crops depend
on animal pollination. Without
bees, planet Earth would be a
more barren, withering
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landscape. Beyond Honey is a
book about honey bees and their
importance, including stories
about bees' economic,
entrepreneurial, and
environmental impact on our
society. These stories showcase
how these tiny creatures
influence our lives for the good.
Tierney Monahan also shares
about the benefits and
challenges of our interconnected
world, specifically the
relationship between humans
and the environment. Whether
you've been a long-time honey
bee ally or a curious admirer, this
book will engage you with stories
on: Why are bees essential to our
world? How can these tiny
creatures have such a
monumental impact? Who are the
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diverse beekeepers across the
globe? This book is guaranteed
to sweeten your life!
How the lives of wild honey bees
offer vital lessons for saving the
world’s managed bee colonies
Humans have kept honey bees in
hives for millennia, yet only in
recent decades have biologists
begun to investigate how these
industrious insects live in the
wild. The Lives of Bees is Thomas
Seeley’s captivating story of
what scientists are learning
about the behavior, social life,
and survival strategies of honey
bees living outside the
beekeeper’s hive—and how wild
honey bees may hold the key to
reversing the alarming die-off of
the planet’s managed honey bee
populations. Seeley, a world
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authority on honey bees, sheds
light on why wild honey bees are
still thriving while those living in
managed colonies are in crisis.
Drawing on the latest science as
well as insights from his own
pioneering fieldwork, he
describes in extraordinary detail
how honey bees live in nature
and shows how this differs
significantly from their lives
under the management of
beekeepers. Seeley presents an
entirely new approach to
beekeeping—Darwinian
Beekeeping—which enables
honey bees to use the toolkit of
survival skills their species has
acquired over the past thirty
million years, and to evolve
solutions to the new challenges
they face today. He shows
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beekeepers how to use the
principles of natural selection to
guide their practices, and he
offers a new vision of how
beekeeping can better align with
the natural habits of honey bees.
Engagingly written and deeply
personal, The Lives of Bees
reveals how we can become
better custodians of honey bees
and make use of their resources
in ways that enrich their lives as
well as our own.
The interactions formed between
plants and their animal
pollinators play a valuable role in
maintaining ecological integrity
and sustaining ecosystem
function. The introduction of an
exotic pollinator may disrupt
native plant-pollinator.
Worldwide, there is contradictory
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evidence as to whether honey
bees cause changes to the
diversity and abundance to new
pollinator communities, changes
to native pollinator foraging
behaviour, and/or consequences
to plant reproductive success.
The relative impact of honey
bees is likely to depend on the
behavior and guilds of native
bees, changes in habitat
availability and seasons. The
impact of introduced honey bees
is likely to be greater on small
and remote oceanic islands with
high levels of endemism, such as
Aotearoa New Zealand. Given the
widespread occurrence of honey
bees in New Zealand, and recent
increases in bee keeping, the
impacts on native plants and
pollinators need to be addressed.
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The objective of my study was to
explore the potential negative
impacts of honey bees on native
New Zealand plant-pollinator
communities. Using a
comparative observational
approach as well as some field
manipulations and molecular
analyses, I surveyed pollinator
behavior, pollination processes,
and plant fitness for two
widespread and taonga plants,
pōhutukawa and kānuka at three
different sites across New
Zealand, two with honey bees
(Thames and Waiheke Island),
and one without honey bees
(Great Mercury Island). The
widespread distribution of honey
bees in New Zealand makes
finding study sites without bees
but with comparable plants very
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difficult. First, I examine
interspecific (between pollinator
species) and intraspecific
(between individuals of one
pollinator species) differences in
foraging behaviour, and floral
resource preferences between
introduced honey bees and
native solitary bees to gauge the
potential for competition.
Negative impacts on native
pollinators was also assessed by
measuring the body size of
native bees across the three
different study sites. Second, I
compared the quality and
quantity of pollen on the
stigmatic surface, number of
pollen tubes in the style, and
number of seeds within a capsule
to explore questions relating to
plant reproductive success in the
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presence of honey bees. DNA
metabarcoding techniques were
used to assess pollen loads
carried by both honey bees and
native pollinator species. Overall
pollinator body size, diversity
and abundance was significantly
lower in sites where honey bees
are present. Specifically, the
diversity of pollinators visiting
pōhutukawa was significantly
lower at Waiheke Island than
Great Mercury Island. Honey
bees are poor pollinators of
pōhutukawa and their dominance
at Waiheke also resulted in lower
conspecific pollen deposition on
stigmas, lower numbers of pollen
tube in the style, which
correlated with reduced
pōhutukawa seed set. Kānuka
was pollinated almost exclusively
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by native bees, and there was
higher pollination rates on
Waiheke. This is likely due to
increased intraspecific
competition between Leioproctus
imitatus on Waiheke Island,
resulting in higher delivery of
conspecific pollen to the stigmas,
increased number of pollen tubes
in the style, and higher
reproductive success. Results
from pollen DNA analyses also
demonstrate honey bees’
preference for pōhutukawa, but
also exotic plants in the families
Apiaceae, Asteraceae, and
Fabaceae. There was a
significant difference in the
quality and quantity of pollen
carried by different pollinators.
Pollen loads carried by honey
bees reflected their preferences
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for exotic plants. Out of all the
native insects, native Leioproctus
carried larger pollen loads
consisting of higher proportion of
conspecific pollen relative to the
plants that they were observed
visiting. The species richness of
the pollen carried by Leioproctus
were significantly lower in sites
where honey bees are present,
especially for exotic pollen from
Asteraceae. This suggests there
is competition between
Leioproctus and honey bees for
highly rewarding exotic plant
species, which may explain the
observed reduced native bee
body size where honey bees are
present. In order to limit the
potential impact of honey bees
on native plant-pollinator, I urge
land managers to consider site
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specific attributes such as
conservation status of resident
plant and pollinator community
and flowering peak period when
making decisions regarding bee
hive placement. The introduction
of honey bees to small offshore
islands that offer refugia to from
mainland threats (such as Great
Mercury Island) should be
discouraged.
A year in the life of New York
City’s premier beekeeper, who
chronicles his adventures and the
quirky personalities he
encounters while spreading his
infinite knowledge of and passion
for the remarkable honey bee
“Coté’s charming and poignant
essay collection delivers the
entertainment and smarts
required to make real change in
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how we look at our planet, and
ourselves.”—Andrew Zimmern
From the humble drone to the
fittingly named worker to the
queen herself—who is more a
slave than a monarch—the hive
world, Andrew Coté reveals, is
full of strivers and slackers,
givers and takers, and even some
insect promiscuity (startlingly
similar to the prickly human
variety). Written with Coté’s
trademark humor, acumen, and a
healthy dose of charm, Honey
and Venom illuminates the
obscure culture of New York City
“beeks” and the biology of the
bees themselves for both casual
readers and bee enthusiasts.
Coté takes readers with him on
his daily apiary adventures over
the course of a year, in the city
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and across the globe. In
Manhattan, among his many
duties, he is called to capture
swarms that have clustered on
fire hydrants, air-conditioning
units, or street-vendor
umbrellas. Beyond maneuvering
within a metropolitan populace
as frenzied as the bees’, Coté is
able to escape from the hive
mind and the rigors of city
dwelling with his philanthropic,
international approach to
apiculture. Annually, he travels
to regions across the world with
his organization, Bees Without
Borders, where he teaches
beekeepers how to increase their
honey yield and income via
beekeeping endeavors. For Coté,
a fourth-generation beekeeper,
this is a family tradition, and this
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personal significance pervades
his celebration of the romance
and mystery of bees, their honey,
and the beekeepers whose lives
revolve around these most
magical creatures.
Storey's Guide to Keeping Honey
Bees, 2nd Edition
Sweetness & Light
The Buzz on Bees
A Book about the Grassland
Ecosystem
Captivating, Educational and FactFilled Picture Book about Bees
for Toddlers, Kids, Children and
Adults
The Honeybee
At the heart of every bee hive is a queen
bee. Since her well-being is linked to the
well-being of the entire colony, the ability
to find her among the residents of the hive
is an essential beekeeping skill. In
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QueenSpotting, experienced beekeeper
and professional “swarm catcher” Hilary
Kearney challenges readers to “spot the
queen” with 48 fold-out visual puzzles —
vivid up-close photos of the queen hidden
among her many subjects. QueenSpotting
celebrates the unique, fascinating life of
the queen bee chronicles of royal hive
happenings such as The Virgin Death
Match, The Nuptual Flight — when the
queen mates with a cloud of male drones
high in the air — and the dramatic Exodus
of the Swarm from the hive. Readers will
thrill at Kearney’s adventures in
capturing these swarms from the strange
places they settle, including a Jet Ski, a
couch, a speed boat, and an owl’s nesting
box. Fascinating, fun, and instructive,
backyard beekeepers and nature lovers
alike will find reason to return to the
pages again and again. This publication
conforms to the EPUB Accessibility
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specification at WCAG 2.0 Level AA.
This trusted handbook is a must-have for
novice and seasoned beekeepers alike.
Now totally redesigned and featuring
color photos and graphics, the second
edition also includes up-to-date
information on honey bee health. The goto reference presents comprehensive yet
accessible information on everything from
planning hives and installing a colony to
preventing disease and managing
productive hives that will bear bountiful
honey harvests year after year. This
publication conforms to the EPUB
Accessibility specification at WCAG 2.0
Level AA.
To teach his daughter the value of books,
a father leads a growing crowd in search
of the tree where the bees keep all their
honey.
This volume provides basic information
about managing wild bees and on the use
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of their products. It identifies and
describes major bee species and their
importance for nature conservation and
for sustaining livelihoods of rural people.
Bee products are considered at both
subsistence and commercial level, and
particular attention is given to the
potential for further development of
managing wild been species in developing
countries. The role of bees for pollination
of crops and the impact of managing bees
on forestry and farming are presented.
Wild-bee keeping techniques, honey
production and marketing, and the
international trade in been products are
described with further references and
sources of additional information given.
Using this publication, readers will better
understand the complexities and
opportunities for developing apiculture by
rural livelihoods. Also published in
French.
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Follow That Bee!
With 25 Great Projects
The Thing About Bees
Unbelievable Pictures and Facts About
Honey Bees
A Love Letter
The Honeybee Man

In Honey Bees: Letters From the
Hive, bee expert Stephen
Buchmann takes readers on an
incredible tour. Enter a
beehive--one part nursery, one
part honey factory, one part
queen bee sanctum--then fly
through backyard gardens, open
fields, and deserts where
wildflowers bloom. It's
fascinating--and delicious!
Hailed for their hard work and
harmonious society, bees make
possible life on earth as we know
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it. This fundamental link between
bees and humans reaches
beyond biology to our
environment and our culture:
bees have long played important
roles in art, religion, literature,
and medicine--and, of course, in
the kitchen. For honey fanatics
and all who have a sweet tooth,
this book not only entertains and
enlightens but also reminds us
of the fragility of humanity's
relationship with nature. Includes
illustrations and photographs
throughout.
"Eccentric and unusual with an
appealing, gentle charm," raves
Kirkus Reviews, in a starred
review. Every morning, Fred
climbs three flights of stairs—up
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to his rooftop in Brooklyn, New
York—and greets the members of
his enormous family: "Good
morning, my bees, my darlings!"
His honeybee workers are
busy—they tend the hive, feed
babies, and make wax rooms.
They also forage in flowers
abloom across Brooklyn... so
that, one day, Fred can make his
famous honey, something the
entire neighborhood looks
forward to tasting. Lela Nargi's
beautifully written
story—accompanied by Kyrsten
Brooker's collage-style
illustrations—offers an inside
look at the life of an endearing
beekeeper and the honey-making
process. A Junior Library Guild
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Selection, a Bank Street College
of Education Best Book of the
Year, a Cook Prize Honor Book,
and a NSTA-CBC Outstanding
Science Trade Book.
How can something that grounds
us and keeps us here on this
earth be so invisible and
mysterious? We’re not talking
about anything abstract and
undetectable. We’re talking
about GRAVITY! Gravity is a
force that affects everyone and
everything. Gravity is something
we can easily understand, even
kids, especially if they have the
right tools to teach them. Explore
Gravity! With 25 Great Projects
will introduce kids ages 6-9 to
the basics of gravity, including
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concepts of matter, attraction,
and gravitational pull. Projects
include creating a working model
of a scale to learn what “weight”
really means and how it’s
affected by gravity. By playing
with various weights to make a
marvelous mobile, readers learn
about the center of balance and
how martial artists use this
knowledge to throw their weight
around. All the projects in this
book are easy to follow, require
little adult supervision, and use
commonly found household
products, many from the
recycling box! The fun facts,
trivia, jokes, comics, and handson activities will help kids
discover the captivating science
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of gravity. Furthermore, the
informational text and hands-on
activities will excite kids about
STEM, the interrelated fields of
science, technology,
engineering, and math.
"Queen Bee," "busy as a bee,"
and "the land of milk and honey"
are expressions that permeate
the language within American
culture. Music, movies, art,
advertising, poetry, children's
books, and literature all
incorporate the dynamic image
of the tiny, industrious honey
bee into our popular imagination.
Honey bees -- and the values
associated with them -- have
influenced American values for
four centuries. Bees and
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beekeepers have represented
order and stability in a country
without a national religion,
political party, language, or
family structure. Bees in America
is an enlightening cultural
history of bees and beekeeping
in the United States. Tammy
Horn, herself a beekeeper, offers
a social and technological
history from the colonial period,
when the British first brought
bees to the New World, to the
present, when bees are being
trained by the American military
to detect bombs. Horn shows
how the honey bee was one of
the first symbols of colonization
and how bees' societal
structures shaped our ideals
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about work, family, community,
and leisure. In turn, the Puritan
work ethic was modeled after the
beehive, and this model
continues to influence American
definitions of success. Still a
powerful symbol today, the
honey bee is both a source of
income and a metaphor for
America's place at the center of
global advances in information
and technology.
Honey and Venom
Five Bizzy Honey Bees - The Fun
and Factual Life of the Honey
Bee
And 19 Other Experiments and
Activities That Explore the
Amazing World of Bees
Flight of the Honey Bee
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Explore Honey Bees!
Honey Production, Pollination,
Health

Here is the ideal introduction
for preschoolers and early
elementary children to insects
that are not only amazing but
also critically important to
humans. Inside the hive views
of a wild colony of honey bees
offer close ups of the queen,
the cells, even bee eggs.
Simple verse will engage a
young child, while sidebars
with fascinating information
satisfy the somewhat older
child. Parents, teachers, and
kids will love this picture
book. The detailed art
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shimmers with life,
highlighting each hair or grain
of pollen on the bees. A wild
hive in a tree in her own
backyard served as a model
for the artist! Backmatter
includes: further information
about wild and domestic
hives. information on how to
learn more about honey bees.
Honeybees, which pollinate
many types of plants, are
disappearing. Learn the
possible explanations for
bees' disappearance, what
beekeepers and scientists are
doing to address the problem,
and what you can do.
Honey bees are among the
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most remarkable creatures on
earth! They are regularly seen
scouring the blossoms of
flowers in the spring and
summer months. And yet, ask
most adults how honey bees
produce honey and the
answers will be as varied as
the flowers. The fact is, each
honey bee lives in a very
structured and organized
home, called a colony. There
is nothing random about a
beehive. Every bee has a
specific assignment to further
the work of the hive to
produce the honey we all love.
This story, with its award
winning illustrations by
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internationally recognized
Italian illustrator Yuribelle,
takes the reader on a
fascinating journey into the
hive and explores the highly
organized life of a honey bee.
Readers from 1 to 100 will be
amazed at the fun, and yet
factual, illustrations.
Additionally, each page
provides simple yet
entertaining and engaging
insight into the life of the
honey bee. Adult readers will
find additional factual
information on each page to
provide further insight.
Without a doubt, this will be
one of the most fascinating,
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informative and enjoyable
books you will ever own. You
will not be disappointed!
Beekeeping is a sixteen-billiondollar-a-year business. But the
invaluable honey bee now
faces severe threats from
diseases, mites, pesticides,
and overwork, not to mention
the mysterious Colony
Collapse Disorder, which
causes seemingly healthy
bees to abandon their hives
en masse, never to return. In
The Quest for the Perfect
Hive, entomologist Gene
Kritsky offers a concise,
beautifully illustrated history
of beekeeping, tracing the
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evolution of hive design from
ancient Egypt to the present.
Not simply a descriptive
account, the book suggests
that beekeeping's long history
may in fact contain clues to
help beekeepers fight the
decline in honey bee
numbers. Kritsky guides us
through the progression from
early mud-based horizontal
hives to the ascent of the
simple straw skep (the
inverted basket which has
been in use for over 1,500
years), from hive design's
Golden Age in Victorian
England up through the
present. He discusses what
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worked, what did not, and
what we have forgotten about
past hives that might help
counter the menace to
beekeeping today. Indeed,
while we have sequenced the
honey bee genome and
advanced our knowledge of
the insects themselves, we
still keep our bees in hives
that have changed little during
the past century. If
beekeeping is to survive,
Kritsky argues, we must start
inventing again. We must find
the perfect hive for our times.
For thousands of years, the
honey bee has been a vital
part of human culture. The
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Quest for the Perfect Hive not
only offers a colorful account
of this long history, but also
provides a guide for ensuring
its continuation into the
future.
Confessions of an Urban
Beekeeper
Meet the Remarkable Queen
Bee and Discover the Drama
at the Heart of the Hive;
Includes 48 Queenspotting
Challenges
The Bee Book
Let's Explore Honey!
Honeybee
The Mysterious History of the
Honey Bee
'This book has found a special place in
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my heart. It’s as strange, beautiful and
unexpected, as precise and exquisite in
its movings, as bees in a hive. I loved it'
HELEN MACDONALD, author of H
IS FOR HAWK ‘Everyone should own
A Honeybee Heart Has Five Openings
… Jukes is a gloriously gifted writer and
her book ought to become a key text of
this bright moment in our history of
nature writing’ Observer ‘Written
finely and insightful’ Guardian A
fascinating, insightful and inspiring
account of a novice beekeeper's year of
keeping honeybees, which will appeal to
readers of H is For Hawk and The
Outrun. Entering her thirties, Helen
Jukes feels trapped in an urban grind of
office politics and temporary addresses
– disconnected, stressed. Struggling to
settle into her latest job and home in
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Oxford, she realises she needs to effect a
change if she’s to create a meaningful
life for herself, one that can
accommodate comfort and labour and
love. Then friends give her the gift of a
colony of honeybees – according to
folklore, bees freely given bring luck –
and Helen embarks on her first full year
of beekeeping. But what does it mean to
‘keep’ wild creatures? In learning
about the bees, what can she learn of
herself? And can travelling inside the hive
free her outside it? A Honeybee Heart
Has Five Openings is at once a
fascinating exploration of the honeybee
and the hive, the practices of honeygathering and the history of our
observation of bees; and a beautifully
wrought meditation on responsibility
and care, on vulnerability and trust, on
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forging bonds and breaking new ground.
'This is classic modern nature-writing; a
synthesis of scientific learning,
observation and the author’s response.
And like all good nature writing, it also
– quietly, clearly and insistently –
requires us, too, to respond' Countryfile
Magazine ‘An intimate exploration of
the heart and home, and a tantalising
glimpse into an alien culture. A brave
and delicate book, rich and fascinating’
Nick Hunt, author of Where the Wild
Winds Are ‘Subtly wrought personal
journey into the art and science of
beekeeping' nature 'A mesmeric, lovely,
quietly powerful book. A gentle but
compelling account of the redemption
that comes from relationship and
attention' Charles Foster, author of Being
a Beast 'A profound, funny and
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sometimes deeply moving book that
describes a year of inner city bee keeping,
while dancing between the history of
bees and us and what it means to be
human in our modern world' Julia
Blackburn, author of Threads: The
Delicate Life of John Craske 'A very
human story about the aliens gathering
in her back garden – bees, fascinating
but almost unknowable. Their wildness
and her duty to them help open up a
desk rat’s uninspiring life to all the
possibilities of love, care, connection and
sheer wonder. It is a lovely, entirely
personal journey into the very heart of
the hive' Michael Pye ‘I raced through
this really terrific, down-to-earth read.
The existential threat to our entire
ecosystem posed by the problems facing
bees can be hard to grasp, but Helen
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manages to make this a very personal,
human story that, hopefully, might
inspire others to action' Luke Turner,
The Quietus
Insects make up a small but vital part of
our world. From buzzing bees to
beautiful butterflies, readers will learn
about how these tiny life forms share
information and communicate within
groups.
An essential guide to the health care of
honey bees Honey Bee Medicine for the
Veterinary Practitioner offers an
authoritative guide to honey bee health
and hive management. Designed for
veterinarians and other professionals, the
book presents information useful for
answering commonly asked questions
and for facilitating hive examinations.
The book covers a wide range of topics
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including basic husbandry, equipment
and safety, anatomy, genetics, the
diagnosis and management of disease. It
also includes up to date information on
Varroa and other bee pests, introduces
honey bee pharmacology and
toxicology, and addresses native bee
ecology. This new resource: Offers a
guide to veterinary care of honey bees
Provides information on basic
husbandry, examination techniques,
nutrition, and more Discusses how to
successfully handle questions and 'hive
calls' Includes helpful photographs, line
drawings, tables, and graphs Written for
veterinary practitioners, veterinary
students, veterinary technicians,
scientists, and apiarists, Honey Bee
Medicine for the Veterinary Practitioner
is a comprehensive and practical book
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on honey bee health.
Honey, I'm Homemade: Sweet Treats
from the Beehive across the Centuries
and around the World showcases a
wealth of recipes for cookies, breads,
pies, puddings, and cakes that feature
honey as an essential ingredient. Noted
entomologist May Berenbaum also
details the fascinating history of honey
harvesting and consumption around the
world, explains the honey bee's
extraordinary capacity to process nectar
into concentrated sweetness, and marvels
at honey's diverse flavors and health
benefits. Honey is a unique food because
of its power to evoke a particular time
and place. Every time it is collected from
a hive, honey takes on the nuanced
flavors of a particular set of
flowers--clover, orange blossoms,
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buckwheat, or others--at a certain point
in time processed and stored by a
particular group of bees. Honey is not
just a snapshot of a time and place--it's
the taste of a time and place, and it lends
its flavors to the delectable baked goods
and other treats found here. More than a
cookbook, Honey, I'm Homemade is a
tribute to the remarkable work of Apis
mellifera, the humble honey bee whose
pollination services allow three-quarters
of all flowering plant species to
reproduce and flourish. Sales of the book
will benefit the University of Illinois
Pollinatarium--the first freestanding
science outreach center in the nation
devoted to flowering plants and their
pollinators. Because so much depends
on honey bees, and because people have
benefited from their labors for millennia,
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Honey, I'm Homemade is the perfect
way to share and celebrate honey's
sweetness and delight.
Honeybee Democracy
The Language of Bees and Other Insects
The Bee Tree
A Guide to the Services Provided by Bees
and the Sustainable Harvesting,
Processing and Marketing of Their
Products
Faith, Blossoms and Honey Bees
Why are They Disappearing?
Could this colorful and easy to
read book unlock the meaning of
life? Faith, Blossoms and Honey
Bees helps children explore
what faith is. Simple real life
examples connect the dots to
spiritual growth. Faith paired
with good deeds produces some
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amazing fruit! Follow along and
discover your special fruit
waiting within you! This
message of love and kindness is
timeless. The words and
pictures are ideal for ages 7 to
11. Even younger children will
enjoy the story being read to
them, while adults will cherish
sharing this inspiring message
with everyone!
The introduction and spread of
the African honey bee and its
hybrids in the New World has
received substantial public and
scientific attention. In this book
the available scientific
information concerning the
identification, biology, and
management of the bee is
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reviewed. This book is
particularly timely, given the
recent arrival of the African bee
Find out how you can help save
the bees in lots of practical
ways and discover the
incredible science behind honey
bees, beekeeping, and bees in
the wild - from the carpenter
solitary bee to the stingless
sugarbag. The Bee Book is an
intensely visual exploration of
the big questions in bee science
and ecology: why are bees such
great pollinators? how do they
make honey? is a swarm
dangerous? how does a
bumblebee fly? what is killing
bees across the world and how
can we stop it? The book is also
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a practical guide to adapting
your outdoor space - no matter
how small - to provide food and
habitats for bees, with step-bystep projects for making bee
homes and hotels, and a
directory of the most beefriendly plants to grow, with
accompanying planting plans for
pots and borders. And if you're
looking to take a love of bees to
the next level, the book also
features a comprehensive
beginner's guide to beekeeping
with all the information and stepby-step techniques you'll need
to set up and manage a hive and
collect its honey - with an array
of recipes for making the best
use of hive products.
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An exploration of the
importance of bees in our world
is offered through the author's
lyrical observations to his
young sons, often with
analogies between the insects
and children, and always
beautifully presented with
unconditional love for them
both.
What If There Were No Bees?
In the Trees, Honey Bees
Letters from the Hive
Honey Bees
Investigating the Potential
Negative Impacts of Managed
Honey Bees (Apis Mellifera) on
Native New Zealand Plantpollinator Communities
A Honeybee Heart Has Five
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Openings

A fun introduction to why the world needs
bees. Pedro, Nick, Yulee, Sally and Martin
are buzzing with excitement today! The
five friends are visiting Martin’s neighbor,
Mr. Cardinal. He keeps beehives in his
backyard, and he’s offered to show the
friends how honeybees live. Mr. Cardinal
explains how bees feed and pollinate, what
happens inside their colony, how they
build their hives and even why they like to
dance! He also describes why some bees
are in trouble and what people can do to
help. And the day’s perfect sweet ending?
Honey, of course! Kids will delight in the
message: it’s best to “bee a friend” to bees
everywhere!
This delightfully simple lyrical text about
the life of the honey bee is enhanced by
bold, beautiful illustrations. Brilliant Bees
includes an easy-to-read text, picture book
art, and a question-and-answer section.
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The multi-million bestselling novel about
a young girl's journey towards healing and
the transforming power of love, from the
award-winning author of The Invention of
Wings and The Book of Longings Set in
South Carolina in 1964, The Secret Life of
Bees tells the story of Lily Owens, whose
life has been shaped around the blurred
memory of the afternoon her mother was
killed. When Lily's fierce-hearted black
"stand-in mother," Rosaleen, insults three
of the deepest racists in town, Lily decides
to spring them both free. They escape to
Tiburon, South Carolina--a town that
holds the secret to her mother's past.
Taken in by an eccentric trio of black
beekeeping sister, Lily is introduced to
their mesmerizing world of bees and
honey, and the Black Madonna. This is a
remarkable novel about divine female
power, a story that women will share and
pass on to their daughters for years to
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come.
Explore Gravity!
The Secret Life of Bees
Bees and Their Role in Forest Livelihoods
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